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Abstract 
In this paper, we show how arbitrary multilevel transactions-transactions that have the 
ability to read and write data at multiple levels-can be executed using the inherently secure 
low-first algorithm. To this end, we combine a trusted caching facility with a multiversion 
timestamp ordering algorithm in a manner that is both secure and yields one-copy serializable 
histories. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Most of the work to date on transaction management for multilevel secure (MLS) database 
management systems (DBMSs) has focused on concmTency control algorithms for executing 
single-level transactions concurrently (Ammann, 1994; Jajodia, 1990; Jajodia. 1992). By 
definition, a single-level transaction has a fixed security level associated with it: the 
transaction can read data that are at its level or below, but it can write data only at its level. 
The MLS relational DBMS commercial products that are beginning to appear on the market 
have the same restriction; to ensure mandatory access control (MAC) enforcement, they 
require that an application should only use untrusted processes executing single-level 
transactions (lnformix, 1993; Maimone, 1990; Sybase, 1993). Keefe (1990) has used a 
slightly more general model in which a transaction can read data at or below its level, but can 
write to data that are at or above its level. 

Users in a multilevel environment, on the other hand, have an operational need to read and 
write data at all security levels their clearance dominates. Thus, they require support for 
multilevel transactions. transactions that have the ability to read and write data at multiple 
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security levels. The commercial products do allow for the execution of multilevel 
transactions, but only if sufficient privileges are enabled to allow for the bypass of some or all 
MAC enforcement. 

Some work has been done on concurrency control algorithms for limited classes of 
multilevel transactions (which can perform reads and writes at multiple security levels). 
Transactions in Costich and McDermott (Costich, 1992) can read and write data at multiple 
levels, but have the restriction that a transaction never writes to a lower level data item after 
accessing a higher level data item. Thus, the levels of the read and write operations rise 
throughout the course of the transaction. The model adopted by Costich and Jajodia (Costich, 
1993) is most general and allows transactions to read and write freely at multiple security 
levels. Both works, however, make the strong assumption that the entire multilevel 
transaction would commit if any of its subparts commit. 

When this assumption is relaxed, however, it is difficult to execute multilevel transactions 
atomically without also permitting illegal information flows (Blaustein, l993a). Specifically, 
if a high section of a transaction fails, rolling back a low section of the same transaction 
signals information. 

In (Blaustein, 1993a), it was shown that there are two crucial data dependencies which can 
occur in a multilevel transaction T: a low write followed by a high read of an item and a high 
read followed by a low write of an item. If all dependencies in T are of the first kind, T can 
be correctly executed (without affecting the dependencies) using a secure low-first algorithm. 
Similarly, if all dependencies are of the second kind, T can be correctly executed using a 
secure' high-ready-wait algorithm. However, if T contains dependencies of both kinds, T 
cannot be correctly executed while meeting both security and atomicity requirements. 

In this paper, we show that it is possible to execute securely any transaction T using the 
low-first algorithm even if it has both kinds of dependencies, provided we rewrite T and use a 
trusted facility (as described in Section 4). The transactions are executed using a multiversion 
timestamping ordering algorithm given in Section 5. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We begin in Section 2 with a brief 
description of the MUSET multilevel secure distributed DBMS. Section 3 describes the 
multilevel transaction model along with the concepts related to low-first algorithms. 
Section 4 describes how a multilevel transaction can be converted into a multilevel 
transaction containing only one type of dependency-low writes followed by high reads
which can then be executed using the low-first algorithm using the MUSET facility. Section 
5 describes a multiversion timestamp ordering algorithm that executes multilevel a 
transaction using the low-first algorithm. It is secure, produces one-copy serializable 
histories. Section 6 concludes the paper. 

2 MUSET MULTILEVEL SECURE DISTRIBUTED DATABASE 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

In the MUSET effort at MITRE, we are concentrating on the development of a generic 
multilevel distributed transaction execution capability that can be used in a variety of 
multilevel system configurations (Blaustein, 1993b;Smith, 1995). In executing a user's 
multilevel transaction, the goal of the MUSET design is to be able to transform a single 

3 High-ready-wait has no storage channels, but we have identified a limited bandwidth timing channel. 
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multilevel transaction into a set of single-level subtransactions that can be executed in such a 
way that the result would be equivalent to a single-site, single MLS DBMS execution. In this 
way, we can ensure that no remote subtransaction has to be executed with MAC privileges at 
a remote site. While it can be envisioned that a user would be able to execute a transaction 
with privilege at his local site, it is not appropriate to assume that the user would be granted 
these same privileges when requesting access to data at a remote site. 

D-DBMS 
Application layer 

MUSET < 
MlS Interconnection Layer 

(Operat1ng System or Network) 

Figure 1 MUSET Abstract Architecture. 
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In order to allow for the distributed execution of multilevel transactions, several key technical 
issues need resolution. These include the ability to execute multilevel transactions securely 
and atomically without the introduction of channels that can be used to violate security, the 
ability to 
execute these transactions so that they are serializable and the overall system can be returned 
to a stable state after a system failure, and the ability to protect the overall integrity of the 
database when data are distributed over multiple systems. In some cases, these goals can 
conflict with one another. A further issue is to understand the tradeoffs involved, and to 
provide execution algorithms which permit various approaches to these tradeoffs to be taken. 
These are the objectives of the MUSET project; other issues, such as the resolution of 
semantic inconsistencies between databases, are not being addressed in this effort, as they are 
the subject of other research projects. 

The MUSET abstract architecture, shown in Figure 1, consists of three main processing 
layers. In this diagram, shading identifies the trusted components that make up the system's 
trusted computing base (TCB). The top layer consists of the user's data management 
applications that interface with the MUSET MLS distributed DBMS (D-DBMS). The MLS 
D-DBMS processes the user's multilevel transactions and transforms them into a set of 
single-level transactions. The MLS D-DJ3MS then controls the execution of these 
transactions by sending single-level transactions and execution control commands to single
level or multilevel DBMS processes. Communication between the MLS D-DBMS and the 
DBMS processes is via the interconnection TCB. If the DBMS processes are all executing on 
a single system, then the interconnection is provided by the interprocess communications 
mechanism of the underlying trusted operating system. If the DBMS processes are 
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distributed over a multilevel network, then the interconnection is provided by an MLS 
network. 

3 THEMODEL 

In this section, we give an overview of the model of multilevel transactions we use, including 
the definition of and motivation for the Low-First algorithm for securely executing multilevel 
transactions. 

A security level L consists of a hierarchical level H(L) and a set of non-hierarchical 
categories C(L). Given two levels, L1 and L2. L1 is said to dominate (3) L2 if H(L2) £ H(LJ) 
and C(L2) 0 C(LJ). If neither L1 nor L2 contains all of the categories of the other, then the 
two levels are incomparable, and neither dominates the other. With respect to levels, the 
least upper bound (lub) of a set of levels is the minimum level that dominates all members of 
the set. The security level of a data item xis denoted L(x). 

Transactions are partial orderings of read and write operations. The security level of a read 
or write statement is equal to the highest level of the data items in the statement. Single-level 
transactions are constrained as follows: a single-level transaction may read only those data 
items whose security levels are dominated by the security level of the transaction, and a 
transaction may write only to those items whose security levels equal the secmity level of the 
transaction. 

In contrast, the security policy for multilevel transactions defines a transaction as a trusted 
subject with an associated range of security levels. Multilevel transactions contain multilevel 
statements which can read or write data at multiple levels over the range for which the user is 
cleared to operate. These statements can be labeled at the entire statement level, or the 
subclause level. In order for the transaction to be trusted, assurance must be provided that 
high-sensitivity data is not transferred to low-sensitivity objects, either directly or indirectly. 
We restrict our attention to multilevel transactions which adhere to the security policy (i.e., 
those in which no value written is dependent on a value at a higher or incomparable level). 

3.1 Sections 

We assume that an ML transaction can be divided into sections. Sections may interact 
through the order of their execution, the commit dependencies among them, or the algorithms 
used to control and execute them concurrently. 

Intuitively, we define a section of an ML transaction as a sequence of consecutive read and 
write operations at the same level. To form a section, multilevel operations are decomposed 
into single-level operations, which are then reordered by secmity level. Formally, we say that 
an ML transaction T is divided into non-overlapping sections Si, each with con·esponding 
classification level L(S;), such that (l) each Si consists of a sequence of single-level read and 
write operations, (2) for each write operation w[x} inS;, L(x) = L(S;)., and (3) for each read 
operation r[x} inS;, L(x) £ L(S;). 

Normally, each read or write operation is assigned to exactly one section; however, it is 
sometimes convenient to duplicate a read operation that appears once in the original 
transaction so that it is repeated in sections at different levels. Therefore, we say that a set of 
sections SJ,0 ,Sn is valid for a transaction Tiff (I) every write operation in Tappears in exactly 
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one section Sj, 1£ i £ n., and (2) every read operation in T appears in at least one section Si, 
1£ i £ n. 

For the purposes of this paper, we assume MUSET has the ability to divide multilevel 
transactions into valid single-level sections. This is described in detail in (Smith, 1995). 

3.2 Semantic Dependencies Among Sections at Different Security Levels 

In general, two operations conflict if they both operate on the same data item and at least one 
of them is a write. Conflicts that are critical here are those that involve sections at different 
security levels. These conflicts take two forms: 

R/w- A read in a high section followed by a write in a low section of the same data item 
w/R - A write in a low section followed by a read in a high section of the same data item 

These conflicts create semantic dependencies between sections of a multilevel transaction. It 
was shown in (Blaustein, 1993a )that if T contains only w/R dependencies from low sections 
to .---------------------------------------------------------------. 

Begin Low-First (T) 

Commit = False 

WhileS 1 ~Do 

Select set Low, of all sections in S which dominate no other sections 

Execute each section in Low in parallel; delay until all either commit or abort 

If any section in Low aborts, then set S = ~ 

If any section in Low commits, then set Commit = True 

S =S-Low 

End While 

If Commit, 

then commit T 

else abort T 

End Low-First. 

Figure 2 Low-First Algorithm. 

high sections, T can be correctly' executed in ascending order using a secure low-first 
algorithm, and if T contains only Rlw dependencies from high sections to low sections, T can 
be correctly executed in descending order using a high-ready-wait algmithm. The value of 
reordering sections for execution in purely ascending or descending order is that it eliminates 
many security channels by reducing interaction between levels (Smith, 1995). If T contains 
both w/R and R/w dependencies, T cannot be reordered for secure execution without 

4 Correctness in this context refers to semantic correctness. If the order of dependent operations is changed, 
the result of executing the transaction may change as well. 
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violating the order of some dependency, and therefore permitting incorrect results to be 
returned. 

In Section 4, we show that it is possible to execute securely any transaction Tusing the low
first algorithm even if T contains both w/R and Rlw dependencies. To do so, we must rewrite 
T and use the trusted facility provided by MUSET. 

3.3 Low-First Algorithm 

Suppose Tis a transaction such that it only has w/R dependencies. The low-first algorithm 
simply executes sections of Tin order of increasing level, only executing dominating sections 
when all dominated sections have committed. 

The low-first algorithm is given in Figure 2. We assume Tis a multilevel transaction with 
set S of valid sections SJ, ..• , sn. Each iteration of the while loop executes a set of 
incomparable sections. In a linear lattice, the set Low always contains exactly one section, 
and each iteration executes all actions for a given secmity level. 

Note that the low-first algorithm does not guarantee full atomicity, because lower sections 
commit before it is clear that all higher ones will also commit; however, low-first does 
guarantee ML-atomicity (Blaustein, 1993a). A multilevel transaction T consisting of valid 
sections S 1, ... , Sn is ML-atomic iff the following is true: If any section Si commits, then every 
section Skin T, such that L(Si) dominates L(Sk), also commits. 

An ML-atomic transaction Tis not guaranteed to commit through any predefined level. It 
may abort completely, commit completely, or simply commit through some level L (i.e., 
sections in T with security levels not dominated by L are not committed). ML-atomicity can 
be preserved 

R(xl 

cache x WI x'l 

Figure 3 Caching Values in MUSET. 

correct read 
cache 

Cache 

using a low-first algorithm which executes sections in order of increasing level, only 
executing dominating sections when all dominated sections have committed. 

Low-first prevents illegal information flows because no section begins execution until all 
sections it dominates have successfully completed execution, preventing actions at high levels 
from having any affect on actions at lower levels. For example, it is impossible for a higher 
level section to commit unless all sections it dominates have already committed, so a commit 
(or failure to commit) cannot signal lower levels. However, this algmithm is very restrictive. 
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If there are Rlw semantic dependencies, the algorithm cannot be used, since the dependency 
would force the higher section to execute before the lower section. 

4 USING MUSET TRUSTED FACILITY TO EXECUTE ANY 
MULTILEVEL TRANSACTION 

Let T be a general multilevel transaction that contains both Rlw and w/R dependencies. As 
mentioned earlier, if sections are executed in ascending order, all w/R conflicts are 
automatically preserved. We cannot preserve Rlw dependencies, but we can securely 
eliminate them from an ascending transaction by a technique called caching, thereby making 
it possible to execute any valid multilevel transaction correctly in low-to-high order. 

When a Rlw conflict is recorded, the write occurs before the read of the same value, thus 
overwriting it, and potentially causing an incorrect value to be read. Stated differently, the 
write generates a new version of the datum, while the read was directed to the previous 
version. Caching saves versions overwritten during the transaction in the trusted MUSET 
cache. Reads are then directed to cached values instead of to the current version. As shown 
in Figure 3, value xis cached before x' is written. When the reordered read occurs, it reads x 
from the cache, instead of reading x' from the low DBMS. Caching thus allows a high read 
to be commuted after a low write, eliminating the original Rlw conflict. This approach to 
overcoming conflicts is similar to those described in (Costich, 1993) and (Smith, 1994). Note 
that this approach differs from multiversion concun·ency control algorithms (Bernstein, 1987) 
in that only versions within a single transaction need be cached. At the end of the multilevel 
transaction, the cache can be discarded and old versions never need be stored persistently in 
the database, as occurs in standard multi version concutTency control. 

Note that a caching approach cannot eliminate w/R conflicts (if we use a descending 
execution order), since it is not possible to cache a value which has not yet been generated. 

Caching is accomplished in the following two steps: 

1. Annotate(T) 
In the original transaction (before sections are generated), any value x 
referenced in a write or a read down statement is assigned a version number 
(becoming xn) as follows: 

a. The value immediately prior to the start of the transaction is assigned 
version 0. 

b. The version number is incremented every time the value is updated 
within the transaction. 

2. Rewrite(s) 
Before each section is executed, it is rewritten as follows: 

a. Every read(xo) is rewritten as read(x). 
b. Every read(xn). n > 0, ins is replaced with x=k, where the value k is read 

from xn in the cache'. 
c. Operation read(x) is inserted prior every write(xn). as the value obtained in 

the read is returned from the DBMS, it is assigned to Xn-1 in the cache. 

5 This can be done because sections are executed in low-first order, and the lower level value k has already 
been cached before a section which reads it is rewritten. 
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d. Operation write(xn) is replaced by write(x) everywhere. 

The result of rewrite(s) in step 2 is a section consisting solely of reads and writes. Note that 
every write in a section is now prefaced with a read (even if the write did not participate in a 
conflict with a high read). If only conflicting writes were prefaced with reads into the cache, 
a security channel would result. 

5 A MULTIVERSION TIMESTAMP ORDERING ALGORITHM 

When transactions execute concurrently, their actions may interfere with one another, 
producing a result which differs from any serial execution of the transactions. In this section, 
we give a low-first multiversion timestamp ordering (LF-MVTO) algorithm for executing 
multilevel transactions. We show that it executes transactions in both a one-copy serializable 
and secure manner. 

LetT; be any multilevel transaction. We make the following assumptions: 

1. There is a shared hardware clock at system low which is used to assign a unique 
timestamp ts(Ti) to every transaction T;. 
2. There is a trusted scheduler that is responsible for coordinating the execution of all 
multilevel transactions. 
3. There is a separate untrusted scheduler at each security level s. Each scheduler is 
responsible for executing only single-level transactions, ensuring that the effect of a 
transaction is invisible outside the transaction until it commits. 
4. Each version Xj of a data item x has a read timestamp rts(xj) and a write timestamp wts(xj) 
associated with it. We assume that each transaction reads a data item before writing it (to 
synchronize among versions) and that there is an initial multilevel transaction To that writes 
into the database with rts(xo) = wts(xo) = ts(To). 

The multiversion timestamping ordering algorithm has these steps: 

1. Transaction T; is assigned a unique timestamp ts(T;). 
2. Multilevel transaction T; is submitted to the trusted scheduler, which annotates Ti and 
decomposes T; into a set of single-level commands, which are then grouped into single level 
sections {so ... sn}, n 3 1. It then submits each s; to the scheduler at level L( s;) for execution 
as a single-level transaction with ts(s;) = ts(T;), rewriting each section just prior to 
submission6 as described in Section 4. Sections are submitted in low-first order according to 
algorithm low-first(s) in Section 3.3. 
3. Lets; be a single-level section of multilevel transaction T;. The scheduler at level L(s;) 
executes s; as follows: 

6 Rewriting cannot be done immediately after decomposition, because the results of the execution of 
dominated sections (into which a read-down can occur) must be in the cache before rewriting is done. 
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a. If si wants to read a data item x and if L(s;) = L(x), the scheduler selects a version Xk with 
the largest wts(xk.) such that wts(xk) < ts(T;), gives it to s;, and modifies rts(xk) to equal ts(T;) 

if ts(Tj) > rts(xk.). 

b. If Si wants to write a data item x (therefore L(s;) = L(x)), the scheduler selects a version Xk 

with the largest wts(xk.) such that wts(xk.) < ts(Tj). The write operation w;[x;J is rejected (in 
which case s; aborts and T; halts) if rts(xk) > ts(T;); otherwise, a new version x; of xis created 
with rts(x;) = wts(x;) = ts(Tj). 

c. If s; wants to read a data item x and if L(s;) > L(x), the scheduler selects a version Xk with 
the largest wts(xk.) such that wts(xk.) < ts(T;), and gives it to s;. Unlike case (a) above, the 
read timestamp rts(xk.) is not modified for security reasons. However, the scheduler must 
monitor all write operations Wj[Xj] that are processed by the scheduler at level L(x). If there 
is a write operation Wj[Xj] such that ts(Tj) < ts(T;), then T; is reexecuted starting from r;[xjl 

(i.e., T; is given the version Xj). Therefore, the section s; cannot be committed until all active 
sections executing at L(x) with timestamp less than that of T; have either committed or 
aborted. 

5.1 Behavior of LF -MVTO in the Presence of Surprise Interlopers 

In the low-first algorithm, we begin execution of a multilevel transaction by executing the 
lowest section first If a lower section commits, we initiate the execution of the next higher 
sections in ascending order, repeating this process up the security lattice. This leaves the 
algorithm open to a surprise interloper transaction, which that reads the data written by a low 
section of a multilevel transaction. then writes some data, and then commits. These newly 
written values are then read by a higher section of the multilevel transaction. If this is the 
case, in the serialization graph of this execution the interloping transaction must be ordered 
after one section and before another section of the same transaction. and thus cannot be 
serialized. 

To see how LF-MVTO manages to avoid this anomaly, let TJ be a multilevel transaction 
with two sections SLow and SHigh. and let T2 be a single-level transaction with L(T2) =High 
such that ts(TJ) < ts(T2). Suppose that SLow starts execution and commits. At this point, T2 

begins execution and wishes to read the low data item x which has been written by SLow· 

Since SLow has committed already, by step 3c) of LF-MVTO, the scheduler selects the 
version just written by SLow. Suppose that T2 writes a high data item y, and commits, at 
which point SHigh resumes execution. If SHigh wishes to read y, by step 3a) the version of y 
selected will have timestamp less than ts(TJ ); hence SHigh will not read the version of y 
written by T2. If, however, SHigh wants to write y, then SHigh will be aborted since the 
version of y selected will have a timestamp greater than ts(TJ ), avoiding any inconsistency 
problem. 
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5.2 Proof of Correctness 

To prove the correctness of LF-MVTO, we need to show that it preserves ML-atomicity, 
generates one-copy serializable histories, and does not suffer from any illegal information 
flows. 

To prove ML-atomicity, it suffices to show that our algorithm satisfies the following 
property: For each transaction, a section at any level is allowed to commit only if sections at 
all lower levels commit. Since sections execute in strict low-first order, this property 
establishes that each transaction satisfies the ML-atomicity. This property is valid under LF
MVTO since by step 2 it follows that sections are submitted in ascending order of security 
levels, and if a section is aborted, all sections with dominating security levels are discarded by 
the scheduler. 

To establish one-copy serializability, it is possible to show that the following four 
properties hold (Bernstein, 1987): 

1. Given transactions Ti and Tj, ts(Tj) _ ts(Tj) iff i _j. 

2. If transaction Tj reads xj, it follows that wj[xil < rj[xi] and ts(Tj) < ts(Tj). 

3. If transaction Tk reads Xj and transaction Tj writes xj, i _j, it follows that either (a) ts(Ti) 

< ts(Tj) or (b) ts(Tk) < ts(T;) or (c) i = k and rkfxj] < w;[x;]. 

4. If Tj reads xj, i _j, then cj < Cj. 

We omit the proof due to the lack of space. 

6 CONCLUSION 

Multilevel transactions are an important tool, making it possible for a user to operate over the 
full level to which he or she is cleared in the course of a single transaction. Due to the 
presence of distributed and untrusted legacy systems and intra-transaction dependencies, the 
implementation of multilevel transactions in a manner that is both secure and that adheres to 
commonly accepted levels of correctness for database transactions is not straightforward. 

In this paper, we have shown how arbitrary multilevel transactions can be executed using 
the inherently secure low-first algorithm. We have also given an algorithm, LF-MVTO, 
which executes low-first multilevel transactions in a fully isolated fashion with respect to 
concurrency, and proven that LF-MVTO is one-copy serializable. In addition to MVTO, 
other approaches to concurrency control can be used for multilevel transactions including: 
standard two-phase locking (2PL), 2PL with "soft" (breakable) locks, and a hybrid of 
multiversioning and locking. Because commercial database products emphasize these 
concunency control approaches, we are currently developing and implementing multilevel 
transaction execution algorithms using these approaches as well. 
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